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SureTrack Now Available to MODIS Ultra Users with  

New Software Upgrade 14.4 
 

LINCOLNSHIRE, IL, Jan. 20, 2015 – When MODIS™ Ultra users purchase the new Snap-on Software 
Upgrade 14.4, not only will they have the latest and most powerful diagnostic solutions at their fingertips, but 
they will also gain access to the SureTrack® online resource of expert knowledge, diagnostic experience and 
parts replacement records from millions of successful repair orders. 
 
“Technicians who upgrade their MODIS Ultra multifunction tool to Software Upgrade 14.4 with SureTrack will 
be able to work with experience the very first time they see a problem or vehicle. They will be able to diagnose 
quicker and with more accuracy than ever before,” said Mark Schaefer, director of marketing, Snap-on 
Diagnostics. “SureTrack Real Fixes show problems solved in a straightforward complaint, cause, correction 
format. The verified parts replacement records show technicians the most common repairs used to fix fault 
codes and vehicles similar to the one in their bay. With MODIS Ultra and SureTrack, technicians can diagnose 
the problem, verify the failed part with confidence and complete the repair fast, saving valuable time, while 
increasing profits.”  
 
Highlights of MODIS Ultra expert information include:   
 

• Common replaced parts data for successful repairs for specific symptoms, codes and vehicles 
• Millions of tips and fixes harvested from completed repair orders and validated by SureTrack expert 

technicians 
• Up-to-the-minute intelligence based on vehicles currently in service bays nationwide 
• Guided component tests and waveform library gathered through on-vehicle tests 

 
MODIS Ultra is multifunction tool for complete start to finish diagnostics that includes a fully integrated scan 
tool, lab scope, vehicle-specific communication software and expert information resources, all in one diagnostic 
tool. MODIS Ultra offers the unusual combination of sophistication and simple operation, suited for all 
technicians, from rookies to seasoned diagnostic specialists.  
 
In addition to MODIS Ultra, Sure Track is available for VERUS®-family products, VERDICT®-family products 
and SOLUS™ Edge. 
 
For more information, talk to a Snap-on representative, call 800-944-3877 or visit 
http://diagnostics.snapon.com/suretrack. 
 
About Snap-on Diagnostics: 
Snap-on Diagnostics is part of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and marketer of 
tools, diagnostics and repair information and systems solutions for professional users performing critical tasks. 
Products are sold through the company’s franchisee, company-direct distributor and Internet channels. 
Founded in 1920, Snap-on is headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin. To learn more about any of Snap-on’s 
diagnostic solutions, talk to a Snap-on representative or visit http://diagnostics.snapon.com. 
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